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Introduction
"Liquid handling system" is used to dispense small amounts of liquid accurately. In order to create this system electrical and mechanical designs need to be incorporated effectively. The electrical sector oversaw motor
control (Arduino Nano and coding) and wiring system, including printed circuit boards (PCB’s). The 3D printing and parts design was overseen by the mechanical sector. This project was requested by the client, United
Scientist and the conditions that were provided by the client are as follows;
1. A pipette to control the dispensing of small amounts of liquid to a minimum of 100uL (microliter).
2. A motor control system to direct the pipette into the desired position that is controlled by a stepper motor (NEMA Series) via TMC2130 Driver with Arduino NANO.
Throughout this group project we were able to diagnose problems and develop a critical thinking pathway to resolve issues.

Prototype

Problem
There were several developments and discussions during this project. From the beginning to the
end of the project the group members focused on the client's request, which are defined as;
•

Pipetting System – using a standardised clinical syringe that holds and releases liquid.

•

Syringe Movement – NEMA 17 Stepper Motor that controls threaded rod.

•

Platform Movement – NEMA 17 Stepper Motor with rail system that allows platform to move
from point A to B.

•

Control Signal – Raspberry Pi that communicates with 2 Arduino and TMC2130 Stepper Motor
Drivers.

•

PCB(Printed Circuit Board) - Machinable circuit board designs that provides the ability for mass
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production.
•
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User-Interface – Touch pad and RaspberryPi that can control system outputs.

Modelling Approach
Our modelling approach to meet our clients' needs
was to effectively establish what type of design would
satisfy clients' needs by researching existing models.
After consultation and weighing the pros and cons,

Arduino Code for X-axis and Pipetting System

features we could apply to our design were discussing and
decided upon. The feature we decided to add to our design
based on our client's requirements and vision are;
•

Process Flow Chart

A Gantry with a frame that holds the pipette system and moves in the y and z-axis using a
stepper motor, with a gantry moving in the x-axis and with housing for a beaker.

•

A motorized 3D printed pipette system that is powered by a stepper motor.

Pipette holder Design
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Result and Discussion
6400 Steps

12800 Steps

1920Steps

25600 Steps

32000 Steps

38400 Steps

44800Steps

51200 Steps

57600 Steps

64000 Steps

Average

0.086596342

0.180725035

0.27980913

0.360450953

0.464187408

0.552996486

0.654174784

0.740861196

0.839527863

0.927310107

Median

0.09

0.2

0.3

0.39

0.4965

0.592

0.7

0.79

0.9

0.99

Testing has been conducted from quantities 100 microliters to 1ml. Tap water was used for testing and a standard measurement of 1gram = 1ml has
been used to transform the weight value measured to ml’s distributed by the pipette. When measuring the weight of water dispensed by the pipette,
jewelers' scales were used to an accuracy of 0.01g. This was not the ideal equipment for testing and in the future an accuracy of 0.001g is
recommended. The code for motor control of the pipette shows 1 full rotation of 3200 steps. Therefore, this has been used as a constant during
testing. As shown in the table (above) and the graphic (left), the testing starts at 2 full rotations which coincides with 100 microliters (0.1ml) and
increases at even amounts to an amount of 1ml. The test results show a general relationship between 2 full rotations, distributing 100 microliters. The
averages shown indicate a higher degree of accuracy when analyzing these results and further testing with higher accuracy equipment is
recommended. In conclusion, for the purpose of this project it is assumed that 2 full rotations (6400 steps) distributes 0.1ml or 100 microliters of
fluid, being the smallest amount of liquid required to be dispensed. In regard to the movement of the X-axis, problems were faced while testing and a
solution was not found to the occasional ‘jittery movement’ of the platform. It is assumed that a current limiting issue is not providing enough torque
to the motor to overcome the resistance of the ball bearings while the platform moves along the shafts.

Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion:

This project was an overall success, and many problems were overcome to develop this unit. The Product though is not
Complete. Problems integrating the user interface have meant this is not included in the final product. This was limited
by the Arduino’s not communicating with each other and the system is required to be controlled by a computer.
Time limitations and minor product design alterations have also changed the way the Product looks and functions.
Pros - The automated syringe can accurately dispense 100uL to 1mL, and the x-axis platform does function.
Cons - There is no functioning user interface so all inputs must be uploaded to the Arduino manually via a computer.
The x-axis motor does not operate as desired. There are no limits set on either of the motors, so the motor could
break the equipment if inputs are incorrect. The RaspberryPi system was also not able to be implemented.

Future Work
• User Interface – Keypad to input a volume and distance with
an LCD display screen and including a RaspberryPi.
• Introducing Y and Z axis for freedom of movement and less
hands-on work for the User
• Setting limits on the motors by introducing the SPI function
of the TMC2130 driver
• Add housing for beaker on x-axis platform
• Replacing the pipette stand with a gantry that would connect
all individual aspects, to make a complete unit

